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1 Introduction

We present the web user interface of the verb mul-
tiword expressions (hereinafter:VMWEs) resource
IDION that, like other state of the art VMWE
resources (Losnegaard et al., 2016) is addressed
to the human user (layman, linguist, language
teacher/student) and to NLP. The interface for the
annotator has been described in Markantonatou
et al. (2019). IDION has been used to document
about 2500 Greek and 160 Pomak VMWEs (Po-
mak is an endangered South East Slavic language
variety (Karahóǧa et al., 2022)) in the framework
of the Philotis project. Pomak VMWEs have been
collected with field work and Greek VMWEs from
various sources, including fieldwork and (Samaridi
and Markantonatou, 2014). IDION’s contents are
available under a CC-BY-NC license.

2 Starting a search for a VMWE

In IDION, a VMWE lemma form contains (i) the
lexicalised components (Savary et al., 2018, 94),
namely the components with a fixed form and the
components with a fixed lemma but not fixed form;
the latter are in the form that best approximates
the lemma convention, e.g., if the verb appears in
the second and third persons of all numbers, in
the VMWE lemma form it is in the second person
singular and, (iii) place-holders for the free depen-
dants of the VMWE, such as free NPs and free
possessive pronouns. The VMWE lemma form
represents the possibly fixed order of the VMWE
components and otherwise, it keeps the lexicalised
components together. A VMWE may have more
than one lemma forms, the so-called variants due
to orthographic variations, usage of diminutives,
optional words such as appositions and adverbs,
and the Dative Genitive alternation (here used as
a cover term for the Dative Shift alternation (1)
and the inalienable possession genitive and ethic
genitive (2) alternation).

A fuzzy matching facility retrieves (lists of)
VMWEs by searching their VMWE lemma forms

(variants are included). For each VMWE, its def-
inition in its language and translations in other
languages by professional translators are offered.

When a VMWE is selected, a set of tabs pop
up; the first two lead to the variants of the lemma
form (if any exist) and their English gloss. The
remaining tabs are described below.

3 Tab: Usage examples

The tab “Corpus" provides access to usage exam-
ples. For each usage example a set of translations
may be available, its source, the date when the
example was obtained, whether the example is
a grammatical utterance in its language, whether
it is a case of gradation (mitigation, intensifica-
tion) as well as its analysis in the Universal De-
pendencies formalism (hereinafter: UD).1 Book
references, URLs and individuals are among the
possible sources of examples. Ungrammatical ex-
amples are sometimes provided, e.g., an example
of the ungrammatical cliticisation of a lexicalised
object NP (not all of them do); such examples are
addressed to the human user and to NLP and draw
on the intuitions of the annotators.

4 Tab: UD analysis of the lemma form

The tab “UD analysis" gives access to the graphical
version of the UD analysis of the variants of the
lemma form. The CoNLL-U version of the UD
analysis can be viewed and downloaded through a
dedicated button.2 The UD analysis offers detailed
structural information about the VMWE.

5 Tab: Syntactic flexibility of the VMWE

The tab “Flexibility" leads to a set of diagnostics of
syntactic flexibility each one represented by a but-
ton: morphological flexibility of the verb (certain
VMWEs may not occur in all persons, numbers
and tenses), whether a word or a phrase can be
inserted among the parts of a VMWE, word order

1https://universaldependencies.org/
2https://universaldependencies.org/

format.html
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permutations, cliticisation of lexicalised parts, us-
age of the VMWE in the passive voice, and Dative
Genitive alternations (1),(2). The buttons of the
diagnostics lead to usage examples exemplifying
the corresponding property of the VMWE or to
ungrammatical examples if the particular VMWE
fails the flexibility diagnostic (since usage exam-
ples are retrieved from the web, failure in retrieving
usages that satisfy a diagnostic is considered as ev-
idence of inflexibility of the VMWE).

6 Semantic relations

VMWEs are documented for semantic relations:
synonyms, opposites, causativity and gradation.
This special feature of IDION has led to interesting
observations about the semantic organisation of
the VMWE field in Greek and, to some extend, in
Pomak. Since IDION is not a general language
lexical database, such as FrameNet3 or Vallex4, a
formal modeling of the interaction of semantics
and subcategorisation properties/valency has not
been included in its design.

6.1 Tab: Synonyms

Sets of synonymous VMWEs are dynamically gen-
erated at request with an implementation of the
assumed transitive property of synonymy. This im-
plementation infers that two expressions are syn-
onymous even when their documentation does not
contain this statement. The approach requires a
large number of VMWEs in order to return really
interesting results. The 2500 Greek VMWEs are
arranged into about 770 synonyms sets, two thirds
of which have more than two members.

A comment on the adopted treatment of syn-
onymy is due. It is well-known that synonymy
cannot be considered “the linguistic equality re-
lation" because, in this way, synonymous would
be the words or phrases that would be able to sub-
stitute each other in any context and such words
or phrases hardly exist in any language. On the
other hand, our everyday linguistic practice seems
to consider synonymy a fact, e.g., when we ex-
plain the meaning of a word or a phrase using
the language to which they belong (Hüllen, 2004,
38). It seems that humans can function well with
a notion of close “semantic proximity" and this
relation can order linguistic entities in distinguish-

3https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/
fndrupal/

4https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/vallex

able domains (Hüllen, 2004, 39). Transitivity is
among the properties of the “semantic proximity
relation" that helps defining such domains. Clearly
this approach requires constant maintenance of the
documentation by (near-)native speakers.

6.2 Tab: Opposites

VMWEs are documented for opposites, that is
VMWEs describing situations that cannot hold si-
multaneously for the same entities, e.g., one can-
not at the same time be denoted by the subject of
the VMWE to roll in money and the VMWE to
be flat broke. Opposition in language is a multidi-
mensional, much discussed phenomenon described
with rich terminology (Lyons, 1977, 270–287). In
IDION, we have chosen the term opposites because
it seems to denote the general idea described above.
Contrary to the treatment of synonymy, only the
list of opposites for which a VMWE has been doc-
umented is returned.

6.3 Tab: Causativity relations

Many Greek VMWEs appear in triples (for sim-
ilar observations in English see Pulman (1993))
of causative (3), non-causative (4) and stative
(5) counterparts or in pairs consisting of two of
the above possibilities. Some of the verbs that
participate in the causative-inchoative alternation,
preserve this property in a VMWE. More fre-
quently, though, the non-verbal lexicalised part
of the VMWE forms the triple or the pair with mor-
phologically unrelated verbs (3),(4),(5). Causative,
non-causative and stative verbs seem to select each
other in these triples/pairs. Indicative pairs are
afino-meno ‘leave, let - stay, remain’, vazo - beno
‘put - get into’, rihno - pefto ‘throw, drop - fall’.
Often either the causative or the non-causative
VMWE is the frequently used one but it is hardly
the case that the one of them is in use and the other
one is not. The "stative" counterparts present more
gaps.

The tab provides access to all relations of this
type for which the VMWE has been documented.

In a separate tab, IDION returns all the sets of
synonymous VMWEs as well as all the causative -
non causative - stative triples or pairs observed for
a set of synonyms.

6.4 Tab: Gradation

The tab leads to intensifier and mitigator words,
if usage examples of the VMWE containing them
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were retrieved (for a discussion of VMWE gra-
dation in Greek see Mexa and Markantonatou
(2020)).

(EL) Dative Shift
(1) erikse xilo ston Ari

threw wood to.the Aris
DG tou.DG erikse xilo

him threw wood
‘He beat Aris.’

(EL) Ethical dative (inalienable possession)
(2) bgazi tin pisti

pulls.out the faith
ton pekton
of.the players

DG tous.DG vgazi tin pisti
them pulls.out the faith

‘He makes the life of the players really difficult.’

(EL) Causative member of the triple (3)-(5)
(3) kapios afinei stin apexo kapion

smn leaves in.the outside smb
‘someone ignores somebody’

(EL) Non-causative member of the triple (3)-(5)
(4) kapios meni stin apexo

someone stays in.the outside
‘someone reaches the condition of being ignored’

(EL) Stative member of the triple (3)-(5)
(5) kapios ine stin apexo

someone is in.the outside
‘someone is in the condition of being ignored’
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